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Abstract

In this paper, we present our solution to the MS-Celeb-

1M Low-shot Face Recognition Challenge. This chal-

lenge aims to recognize 21,000 celebrities, in which 20,000

celebrities (Base Set) come with 50-100 images per person

for training. But only one training image is provided for

each person in the rest 1,000 celebrities (Novel Set). Given

the dispersion in the number of training samples between

Base Set and Novel Set, it is hard to build a single classi-

fier that works well for both sets. To solve this problem, we

propose a framework with multiple classifiers. This decom-

poses a single classifier for all data into multiple classifiers

that each works well for a part of data. To be more spe-

cific, a Deep Convolution Neural Network (CNN) is utilized

for Base Set and a Nearest Neighbor (NN) model is applied

to Novel Set. The final prediction is based on a fusion of

CNN results and NN results. Extensive experiments on MS-

Celeb-1M Low-shot face dataset demonstrate the superior-

ity of the proposed method. Our solution achieves 92.64%

Coverage@Precision=0.99 in Novel Set while maintaining

99.58% top-1 accuracy in Base Set. This result wins the

challenge in the track of without external data. Moreover,

it is worth to note our result even surpasses some models

using external data and can achieve the third place if com-

pared with all participants.

1. Introduction

Convolutional Neural Networks(CNN) [10, 8, 11] has

led a series of breakthroughs in large-scale image classifica-

tion [17], object detection[16] and many other applications

[12, 4]. Face recognition also has witnessed great success

with CNN [19, 18]. However, in building a large-scale face

recognizer, there might be very limited number of training

samples for some people. The major challenge is how to

build the classifier that can work well for people with both

enough and limited samples. To study this problem, Guo et

al. [5] introduced a benchmark dataset with 21,000 persons.

This benchmark dataset is a subset of MS-Celeb-1M [6], in
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Figure 1. The framework for hybrid classifiers. Convolutional

Neural Network and Nearest Neighbor models are utilized to clas-

sify Base Set and Novel Set, respectively. Final predictions are

made based on the ensemble of the two models.

which there are total 99,891 people. These 21,000 people

are divided into two parts, i.e., Base Set and Novel Set, re-

gards of the number of available training samples. Base Set

consists of 20,000 people, with an average of 58 training

samples per person. Novel Set has the rest 1,000 people, of

which each comes with 1, 2 or 5 training images.

The shortage of training samples in Novel Set brings the

difficulty to build a single Convolutional Neural Network

(CNN) with a classifier on top for both Base Set and Novel

Set. A CNN model works well when large amount of la-

beled images are available [7]. But poor generalization abil-

ities are observed in these classes with few training samples

[5]. Thus, the CNN model can be applied in Base Set with

enough samples, but not Novel Set with few images.

In the Nearest Neighbor (NN) classifier [2, 3], samples

are classified based on the class of their nearest neighbor.

Compared with CNN, NN is one of the simplest classifi-

cation methods yet effective. We argue that NN fits well

in the classification problem of Novel Set under the low-

shot learning scenario for two reasons. First, NN is a non-

parametric method [14] that is robust with few training sam-

ples. Second, given the limited samples, the computation

cost for NN is low. However, parameters of an NN model

grows with the amount of training data [14]. Given the large
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amount training images in Base Set, NN will be slow and

inaccurate compared with CNN.

Based on that CNN works well for Base Set and NN

fits Novel Set, in this paper, we propose a framework with

hybrid classifiers to ensemble different inferences from a

CNN model and an NN model. Instead of using a single

classifier for 21,000 celebrities, we decompose the prob-

lem into two sub-problems, recognizing 20,000 people in

Base Set using CNN and recognizing 1,000 people in Novel

Set using NN. By doing this, we utilize the advantages that

CNN can achieve high accuracy with massive data while

NN could handle the problem of few training samples.

To merge the two different kinds of classifiers into a uni-

fied framework, a fusion strategy is introduced. This strat-

egy utilizes the property of high accuracy in CNN when

a high top-1 confidence is achieved. Thus, we set a high

threshold θ for CNN and the prediction is made if the top-1

confidence score is greater than or equal to θ. Otherwise, we

utilize the output score in NN with 1,000 people in Novel

Set. However, since the NN model only has 1,000 classes

labels. The predictions made by NN are constrained into

these 1,000 classes, which decreases the recognition accu-

racy in Base Set. To increase the accuracy in Base Set when

making predictions using NN, we set another threshold β
to filter out these samples that has lower confidence score

in NN and assigned these samples with previous CNN pre-

dicted labels. The threshold θ and β are set manually based

on the statical information on the validation set.

In summary, our contributions are summarized as:

• We propose a framework with hybrid classifiers using

CNN and NN for low shot face recognition.

• We introduce a strategy to fuse two different kinds of

classifiers into a unified classifier.

• Extensive experiments on MS-Celeb-1M Low-shot

dataset demonstrate the superiority of the proposed

method.

In MS-Celeb-1M Low-shot Learning Challenge: Know

You at One Glance, our solution achieves state-of-the-art

with 92.64% Coverage@Precision=0.99 in Novel Set while

maintains 99.58% top-1 accuracy in Base Set. This result

wins in the track of without external data. Moreover, it is

worth to note our result even surpasses some models using

external data and can achieve the third place if compared

with all participants.

2. The Proposed Approach

In this section, we first introduce the Convolutional Neu-

ral Network(CNN) model, then show the Nearest Neighbor

(NN) model. Last, hybrid classifiers based on CNN and NN

are given.

2.1. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)

The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model we

used is a ResNet 34-layer model [8]. The network struc-

ture is the same with original model except the last fully-

connected layer with softmax. The number of nodes in the

last fully-connected layer are set to the number of classes.

Given an input image I with label y, the deeply learned

feature x ∈ R
d of the network can be calculated as:

x = φ(I), (1)

where φ(·) is the forward operation from the input layer to

last average pooling layer in the ResNet 34-layer model. d
is the dimension of x and is equal to the number of output

in the last average pooling layer. After feature extraction,

the fully-connected layer with softmax function is on top

to generate the probability distribution for all classes. The

output of the softmax is denoted as following:

p = f(x) = f(φ(I)), (2)

where f(·) representation the operation in the last fully

connected layer with softmax function. The f(·) can also

be viewed as a classifier for all classes given the feature

φ(I). Cross entropy loss is utilized to train the network

from scratch and end-to-end:

−y logp, (3)

where y is the one-hot encoding of y.

After training, we could utilize the classifier f(φ(I)) to

infer if an input image I belongs to training classes, as well

as the deeply learned feature extraction φ(·) as general face

features.

During inference, the top-1 output of the network can be

formulated as:

sc, yc = max(p). (4)

The max function will return the top-1 score sc and corre-

sponding label yc in the softmax output p.

2.2. Nearest Neighbor (NN) Classifier

In the Nearest Neighbor (NN) classifier, we first extract

deep features x = φ(I) for every image I learned from

the CNN model as general face features. L2 normalization

is applied to every feature before calculating the similarity

between every pair of images. Given an annotated image

set S and a test image Î , we first selected the nearest sample

(I∗, y∗) from all samples in the set:

(I∗, y∗) = argmin
(I,y)∈S

(||
φ(Î)

||φ(Î)||2
−

φ(I)

||φ(I)||2
||2)

= argmin
(I,y)∈S

(||
x̂

||x̂||2
−

x
∗

||x∗||2
||2). (5)
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Then, the prediction is made by assigning y∗ as the label

of the NN classifier for the new image Î:

yn = y∗. (6)

To measure the confidence of the NN classifier, we first

calculate the vector difference of two normalized features

between the new image Î and the found nearest neighbor

I∗, which can be formulated as:

z =
x̂

||x̂||2
−

x
∗

||x∗||2
. (7)

The confidence score can be computed by:

sn = 1−
z
T · z

2
. (8)

By doing this, score sn will be close to 1 if Î and I∗ belong

to the same person, otherwise sn will be close to 1 −
√
2
2 ,

since all features are positive due to the relu activation be-

fore the last averaging pooling layer.

2.3. Hybrid Classifiers

To build a hybrid classifier with CNN and NN, two

thresholds θ(0 ≤ θ ≤ 1) and β(0 ≤ β ≤ 1) are set to

switch the output result between CNN and NN. Parameter

θ is used to select the confident output in the CNN model,

meanwhile β is utilized to select the confident output in the

NN model. These parameters are set through the static in-

formation on the validation set. The algorithm is shown in

Algorithm 1. If the CNN output sc is greater than or equal

to θ, we directly use the output from CNN (sc, yc) as the

final prediction. If sc is lower than θ, the output from NN

(sn, yn) will be taken as the final result when sn is greater

than or equal to β or sn is greater than or equal to sc . Oth-

erwise, the confidence score from NN (sn) and the predict

label from CNN (yc) will be combined as (sn, yc) that will

be the final output. How to set parameters θ and β will be

discussed in Section 3.4.

3. Experiments

In this section, we introduce the datasets and evaluation

metric in the beginning. Analysis about every single model

and hybrid classifiers are given later, followed by results and

analysis on validation sets and test sets.

3.1. Datasets and Evaluation Metric

We evaluate our method on MS-Celeb-1M low shot face

dataset [5] that has 21,000 classes. All models are trained

on provided training data and evaluate on the validation set.

Details of training data are shown in Table 1. The vali-

dation set, shown in Table 2, has total 25,000 images, of

which 20,000 images are in Base Set and 5,000 images are

in Novel Set.

Algorithm 1 Hybrid classifier

procedure PREDICT(CNN score sc, CNN label yc, NN-

Novel score sn, CNN label yn, θ and β )

if sc ≥ θ then

Output: (sc, yc)

else

if sn ≥ β or sn ≥ sc then

Output: (sn, yn)

else

Output: (sn, yc)

Table 1. Training Set Information

Set Classes Images AVG Images

Base 20,000 1,155,175 58

Novel 1,000 1,000 1

Total 21,000 1,156,175 55

Table 2. Validation Set Information
Set Classes Images AVG Images

Base 20,000 20,000 1

Novel 1,000 5,000 5

We also obtain a final result on 100,000 test images, re-

ported by challenge organizers. Aligned data are used in

all experiments. We do not apply any face detection and

alignment methods.

Performance are evaluated on both Base Set and Novel

Set. On Base Set, the top-1 accuracy is required to be

greater than 98%, which means you can not sacrifice too

much performance on Base Set to get better results on Novel

Set. On Novel Set, recognition coverage at precision 99%

is utilized to evaluate the performance. Coverage and Pre-

cision are defined as:

precision = j/m, (9)

coverage = m/k, (10)

where j images are correct in the recognized m images and

k is the total number of images in the measurement set.

3.2. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)

We first investigate the single Convolutional Neural Net-

work (CNN) model with all classes. The node number of

the last fully connected layer is set to 21,000, which is the

same with the total number of classes in Base Set and Novel

Set. We start with this model to see how the CNN model

works on both Base Set and Novel Set. To alleviate the un-

balanced data problem, we employ a simple up-sampling

strategy for data in Novel Set. Each image in Novel Set is

up-sampled 30 times by copy-paste.

Before feeding images into the ResNet 34-layer model,

we apply the inception-like data augmentation method [20]

to each image. The batch size is set to 256. Total train-

ing epochs are 90. The learning rate is initially set to 0.1
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Figure 2. Precision-Coverage curve on Validation Novel Set using

a single CNN model trained with all training data (CNN-All).

Table 3. Top-1 accuracy on Validation Set using a single CNN

model trained with all training data.

Base Set Novel Set

CNN-All 99.92% 66.3%

and decreases to 1/10 of the previous learning rate every 30

epochs. The model is trained from scratch with two Pas-

cal Titan X GPUs and takes about 50 hours to finish. The

toolbox we used is tensorpack1 on tensorflow [1].

After training, we directly test the classifier with softmax

output. The confidence score and predicted label in Eq. (4)

are taken. For testing, one single center crop from the orig-

inal image is used as input.

Results of top-1 accuracy on validation are shown in Ta-

ble 3. We can see the top-1 accuracy on Base Set reaches

99.92%, which is very promising. However, compared with

Base Set, the top-1 accuracy on Novel Set is only 66.3%.

There is a big gap on top-1 accuracy between Base Set

and Novel Set due to the difference in number of training

samples. Moreover, the Precision-Coverage curve on the

Novel Set is shown in Figure 2. We can observe that the

coverage@precision=0.99 can only get 2.18%, which also

demonstrates that the CNN has a bad performance on Novel

Set compared with Base Set.

3.3. Nearest Neighbor (NN)

To investigate the performance of Nearest Neighbor clas-

sifier on Base Set and Novel Set, we conduct two experi-

ments. We first build a Nearest Neighbor classifier with all

samples (NN-All) in Base Set and Novel Set. The second is

a Nearest Neighbor classifier on means of all classes (NN-

Mean) [13]. The implementation here is based on scikit-

learn package [15]. Top-1 accuracy on validation set is

shown in Table 4. From the result, we can see that the NN-

All and NN-Mean are worse than CNN on Base Set. NN-

All has similar performance with CNN on Novel Set. NN-

Mean is better than NN-All and CNN with an improvement

1https://github.com/ppwwyyxx/tensorpack
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Figure 3. Precision-Coverage curve with NN-All and NN-Mean

models using all training data. NN-All takes all training samples

to build the Nearest Neighbor classifier. NN-Mean is a Nearest

Neighbor classifier that is built on means of every classes in train-

ing data.

Table 4. Top-1 accuracy on validation set with NN-All and NN-

Mean models using all training data.

Base Set Novel Set

NN-All 99.73% 66.08%

NN-Mean 99.73% 79.68%

of 13% on top-1 accuracy. The precision-coverage curves

of NN-All and NN-Mean on Novel Set are shown in Fig-

ure 3. From the figure, we can see that NN-Mean is better

than NN-All on Novel Set at the coverage@Precesion=0.99,

which is consistent with top-1 accuracy in Table 4. Com-

pared with CNN shown in Figure 2, the NN-All improves

the coverage@Precesion=0.99 from 2.18% to 30.60%. Fur-

ther, NN-Mean can achieve 45.22%. We can see that given

the low-shot learning problem, NN is better than CNN on

Novel Set while CNN is better than NN on Base Set.

3.4. Hybrid Classifier and Parameter Analysis

Thus, we can conclude that the performance is not satis-

fied if we only use either CNN or NN. In this subsection, we

investigate each component in hybrid classifiers and how to

ensemble CNN and NN.

3.4.1 CNN with Base Set

We did another set of experiments that the CNN model is

trained on Base Set, that covers 20,000 Base Set classes.

Data on Novel Set are not used. During testing, all samples

in validation set are tested, which means that predictions

on Novel Set are all wrong. However, we can still get a

prediction for samples in Novel Set from the 20,000 classes

with a confidence score.

We show the coverage-threshold curve in Figure 4, in

which coverage at a threshold is defined as the percentage of

samples that have higher confidence scores than the thresh-

old. From the figure, we can see that a high coverage can
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Figure 4. Coverage-threshold θ curve on Validation Base Set and

Validation Novel Set using a single CNN model trained with data

only in Base Set.

Table 5. Statical information on Validation Base Set and Validation

Novel Set using a single CNN model under different threshold θ.

The CNN model is trained with data only in Base Set.

Novel Set Base Set

θ Precision Coverage Precision Coverage

0.80 0.0% 1.34% 99.99% 99.10%

0.85 0.0% 1.02% 100.00% 98.85%

0.90 0.0% 0.62% 100.00% 98.37%

0.95 0.0% 0.28% 100.00% 97.05%

be achieved even with a high threshold in Base Set. How-

ever, in Novel Set, the coverage is extremely lower than

Base Set when the threshold is high. Some precision cover-

age number with different thresholds are shown in Table 5.

When θ = 0.95, the coverage on Novel Set is only 0.28%.

But we can get 100.00% accuracy with 97.05% coverage

on Base Set. This also demonstrates the good performance

with CNN on Base Set. And the coverage results show that

we could use a high threshold θ to filter out most Novel set

samples given the low coverage.

3.4.2 NN with Novel Set

Next we check the performance with an NN classifier that

is built only on Novel Set (NN-Novel). The deep features

we used here are from the CNN model trained on Base Set.

The result on the Novel Set in validation is shown in Figure

6. From the figure, we can see that NN-Novel classifier

could achieve 91.14% coverage given the 99% precision.

Since NN-Novel classifier does not cover the classes in Base

Set. The accuracy of NN-Novel on Base Set is 0%. We

further show the different coverage of NN-Novel on Base

Set and Novel Set in Figure 5. Similar to the analysis in the

section 3.4.1, when β = 0.5, the coverage on Base Set is

only 7.90%. But we can get 98.81% accuracy with 92.48%

coverage on Novel Set. Thus, we can find a large part of

samples from Base Set if the scores from NN is lower than

0.5.
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Figure 5. Coverage-threshold β curve of Validation Base Set and

Validation Novel Set using a single NN model trained with training

data only in Novel Set (NN-Novel).

Table 6. Statical information on Validation Base Set and Validation

Novel Set using a single NN model under different threshold β.

The NN model is trained with training data only in Novel Set.

Novel Set Base Set

β Precision Coverage Precision Coverage

0.4 96.78% 99.62% 0.0% 71.24%

0.5 98.81% 92.48% 0.0% 7.90%

0.6 99.86% 72.72% 0.0% 0.17%

3.4.3 Hybrid Classifier

Given the observations in last two sections, we set θ = 0.95
and β = 0.5 in Algorithm 1. The CNN model used here is

the model trained with only Base Set. And the NN model is

trained with only Novel Set.

Results of top-1 accuracy on validation are shown in Ta-

ble 7. We can see the top-1 accuracy on Base Set can

keep 99.63% compared with 99.92% in the CNN with

Base Set (Table 3). And top-1 accuracy on Novel Set

achieves 95.68%, which are much better than any single

model in Section 3.2 and 3.3. Moreover, the Precision-

Coverage curve on the Novel Set is shown in Figure 7. We
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Figure 6. Precision-Coverage curve on Validation Novel Set using

the NN model trained with data only in Novel Set (NN-Novel).
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Figure 7. Precision-coverage curve on Validation Novel Set with

a hybrid classifier. The hybrid classifier consists of a CNN model

trained with data in Base Set and an NN model trained with data

in Novel Set.

Table 7. Top-1 accuracy on Validation Base and Novel Set with the

hybrid classifier.

Set Base Novel

Top-1 Accuracy 99.63% 95.68%

Table 8. Precision-coverage curve on Validation Novel Set with

the new hybrid classifier (Hybrid-New) and the ensemble results

(Ensemble).

Set Base Novel

Hybrid-New 99.62% 95.98%

Ensemble 99.68% 96.42%

can observe that the coverage@precision=0.99 can achieve

89.00%, which demonstrates that the hybrid classifier can

perform well on both Base Set and Novel Set.

3.5. Further improvement

In this subsection, we illustrate several improvements

based on the hybrid classifier, including replacement of

CNN model for Base Set in section 3.4.1 with the CNN

model for both Base and Novel Set in section 3.2 and using

multi-crop testing.

From Figure 7, we can see the prevision-coverage curve

starts from (0, 0) and goes up with the increase of cover-

age in the beginning. The reason why it starts from (0, 0)
is because the CNN model in section 3.4.1 used in hy-

brid classifiers makes mistake even the threshold is set to

a very high value 0.95. Thus we replace the CNN model

for Base Set in section 3.4.1 with the CNN model for both

Base and Novel Set in section 3.2. This model is denoted

as Hybrid-New and final results on Novel Set are shown in

Figure 8 and Table 8. Hybrid-New achieves 91.32% cover-

age@precision=0.99 compared with 89.53% in the original

hybrid classifier.

Multi-crop testing [9, 21] has been demonstrated that

can boost the performance of Convolutional Neural Net-

works. For the CNN model, predictions are based on an

average of outputs from original and flipped images. For
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Figure 8. Precision-coverage curve on Validation Novel Set with

the new hybrid classifier (Hybrid-New) and the ensemble results

(Ensemble). Hybrid-New includes a CNN model training with all

training data and an NN model trained with data in Novel Set.

Ensemble is Hybrid-New with multi-crop testing strategy.

the NN model, we extract both features from original and

flipped images and concatenate them to form the new fea-

ture. All other parts are kept the same as Hybrid-New. This

model is denoted as Ensemble and results are shown in Fig-

ure 8 and Table 8. Model ensemble gets 92.78% cover-

age@precision=0.99 on Novel Set and 99.68% top-1 accu-

racy on Base Set.

3.6. Comparisons

In this section, we compare our approach with other al-

gorithms, including other participants in the challenge and

state-of-the-art methods [5, 7]. Results are shown in table

9. Our approach achieves the state-of-the-art without using

external data. The coverage@precision=0.99 on Novel Set

is 92.64%, which is 15% better than the second best UP [5].

It is worth to note our result even surpasses some models

using external data (e.g. BUPTFR, Orion and FaceSecret),

and can achieve the third place if compared with all results.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a hybrid classifier model to

solve the low-shot face recognition problem. The model de-

composed a single classifier for all data into multiple classi-

fiers that each worked well for a part of data. The good per-

formance in MS-Celeb-1M low-shot face recognition chal-

lenge demonstrated the superiority of our method.
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Table 9. Comparison on Test Set. As shown in the table, our method achieves the state-of-the-art without external data.

Team Name External Data Base Set, Top 1 Accuracy Novel Set, C@P=0.99

NUS-Panasonic Yes 99.74% 99.01%

Turtle Yes 99.79% 97.61%

BUPTFR Yes 99.08% 80.53%

Orion Yes 99.90% 57.57 %

FaceSecret Yes 97.98% 89.13 %

SIS No 99.90% 73.86%

CNC240 No 89.72% 63.17%

KATE No 97.83% 61.21%

SGM [7] No 99.80% 27.23%

UP [5] No 99.80% 77.48%

Ours No 99.58% 92.64%
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